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Abstract:
Currently our society is heading towards the walls of the funnel; the funnel being a metaphor
that describes the growing pressures that is acting on society. In order to move society
towards sustainability and away from the walls of the funnel, all areas of our society need to
move in that direction. Craft breweries being a part of this society need to move, as well.
This research uses the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) to assess
the sustainability challenges and the positive impacts of a craft brewery, as well as viable
solutions to overcome the challenges these breweries face. The data was collected through
literature, sustainability reports and a survey. Our research revealed five main challenges and
four main positive impacts of a craft brewery; these challenges are energy, water, agriculture,
packaging and distribution, and alcohol consumption, while the positive impacts are local
connection, local economy, social interaction, and cultural identity. Furthermore, a prototype
of a tool was developed to help craft breweries to become more sustainable and could help to
move society, as a whole, towards sustainability.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
Currently our society is heading towards the walls of the funnel due to the growing
pressures being placed on society. In order to move society towards a sustainable future and
away from the walls of the funnel, all areas of our society need to move in the sustainable
direction. Craft breweries are part of this society and therefore also need to move in this
direction. In the last few years, the role of craft breweries within the brewing sector has
steadily grown. Due to this growth, craft breweries can have a much larger impact than ever
before; either negatively, positively or both. It is for this reason that there is a need for
change in the craft brewery sector towards sustainability. We hope that through our research
we can help craft breweries, and thereby the whole of society, move towards sustainability.
Research Questions
x

How can craft breweries become more sustainable?
o How are craft breweries contributing towards unsustainability?
o How are craft breweries avoiding or overcoming the sustainability challenges?
o How are craft breweries contributing towards sustainability?
o What support could help craft breweries to become more sustainable?

Methodology
Our methodology can be divided into four main data sources. These include data
gathered from literature, data gathered from sustainability reports, data gathered from surveys
and finally, data gathered from our knowledge of sustainability, as defined by the
sustainability principles, as well our knowledge of the craft beer industry and the brewing
process itself. We examined each of these four data sources against our research questions;
specifically looking for the contributions to unsustainability, sustainability, and possible
solutions to the sustainability challenges. Once our data was gathered for each of these parts,
we began the development of our tool. This tool is meant to address our last sub research
question (what support could help craft breweries to become more sustainable) by providing
a resource to help craft breweries move towards sustainability. The image below illustrates
the exact process used in our data collection.
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Results and Discussion of Results
In the results and discussion of results sections we examine our four sub research questions in
order to answer our main research question, “How can craft breweries become more
sustainable?” The fifth part of this section consists of other key findings.
How are craft breweries contributing towards unsustainability?
With the data from the literature, sustainability reports and our knowledge of sustainability,
we categorized the main sustainability challenges for a craft brewery into five different areas,
along with its sub-challenges:
x
x

x

x

x

Energy
o Non-renewable sources
o Inefficiency
Agriculture
o The production of the ingredients
o The transportation of the ingredients
o Inefficient use of ingredients
o The disposal of the ingredients of the beer
Packaging and Distribution
o Production of packaging materials
o Disposal of packaging materials
o Transportation of beer and packaging materials
Water
o Source of water
o Water consumption
o Wastewater disposal
Alcohol Consumption
o Aggressive behavior
v



o After consumption of alcohol people act less responsible
o Addiction/Abuse of alcohol
o Underage drinking
Through use of our survey, we examined if these challenges are the main ones facing a craft
brewery. Furthermore, we conducted a sustainability principles (SP) analysis that shows how
and why we feel that these challenges contribute towards unsustainability.
How are craft breweries avoiding or overcoming the sustainability challenges?
Several challenges were revealed as a result of our sub research question. For each of these
challenges we tried to find solutions that craft breweries could implement in order to
overcome these challenges. We discovered that reducing transportation distances,
implementing modern processes and choosing suppliers carefully could alleviate many of the
sustainability challenges for craft breweries. After finding these solutions we then checked
how they could be aligned with the three prioritization questions.
How are craft breweries contributing towards sustainability?
With the data from the literature, sustainability reports and our knowledge of sustainability
we found four main areas that show how and where craft breweries are contributing towards
sustainability. These areas are:
x
x
x
x

Local Economy
Local Connection
Cultural Identity
Social Interaction

x

Health/Wellbeing*

(*later excluded)

With the survey we examined if these positive impacts are the main ones for a craft brewery.
Furthermore, we conducted a SP Analysis that shows how we feel that these aspects
contribute towards sustainability. Throughout our research we felt that health and wellbeing
was one of the main positive aspects of a craft brewery, however, because we could not find
enough evidence to support this claim it was eliminated in our final analysis.
What support could help craft breweries to become more sustainable?
In order to answer our last sub research question, we developed the prototype of a tool that
could help craft breweries to become more sustainable.
Other key findings
Other key findings revealed during the research were general solutions that could be applied
for all challenges. These include instruction of employees, energy as a tool to measure
challenges, the possibility for breweries to build on their strengths, and finally, economics as
a connection between all challenges, solutions and positive impacts.
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Discussion of Methods
In this part of our paper we discuss possible weaknesses and questions of validity with our
methods. The main areas of weakness included the limited sustainability reports we were
able to gather, the limited responses to our survey and the limited scope of our data, since we
only gathered data from North America and Europe. We also listed the strengths inherent in
our methods and paper. We felt these strengths were our diversity and the perspective each
member brings because of our different cultures and educational backgrounds, as well as our
chosen methodology.

Conclusion
In general we believe that with more sources and more diversity of sources we could have a
better understanding of a craft brewery’s impact on society and better articulate the role that
craft breweries might have in a sustainable future. In the future our results could be more
conclusive and be improved if we acquired more sources and a greater variety of sources. In
addition, the key areas of the conclusion are:
x
x
x

x

x

We think breweries need to overcome the sustainability challenges in order to help
move the whole of society towards sustainability.
We feel that the prototype of the tool is the first step in the moving craft breweries
towards sustainability. However, we do believe that further research and development
of the prototype must be done to make this tool useful to craft breweries.
Further research is needed on the issue of alcohol consumption by society. Our
research did not find any conclusive findings that pointed to alcohol consumption as a
main challenge for craft breweries. However, based on our knowledge of
sustainability and our definition of unsustainability we still believe that the issue of
alcohol consumption is a challenge for craft breweries and must be studied further.
Although there are still many challenges for craft breweries on the road towards
sustainability, we have come to the conclusion that there are four main positive
aspects of craft breweries: positive impact on the local economy, making local
connections, fostering a cultural identity and contributing to social interaction.
If used the way we implemented it for our research, we believe that the Framework
for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD), with its system perspective, strategic
approach and sustainability principles, could be a good tool for craft breweries to use
as they move toward a more sustainable business.

Lastly, are most significant findings were in the areas we identified as challenges and
positive impacts. These categories should help craft breweries to identify their strengths and
weaknesses in regard to sustainability. This, in turn, should help them make that conscious
and strategic first step toward operating a sustainable business. The solutions and the tool we
provide form the basis for a logical progression toward sustainability, with the validity of
these steps secured through analysis and prioritization of the questions. In closing, helping
the craft breweries to become more sustainable should benefit the entire beverage industry
and the whole of society to stay within the walls of the funnel.
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Glossary
ABCD Process: A strategic planning process to systematically apply backcasting from
sustainability principles.
Backcasting: A strategic approach to planning whereby the action plan develops from a
vision of success for the future. This approach differs from forecasting in as much as it bases
solutions on the desired future instead of current reality
Craft Breweries: Breweries that have an annual production of 6 million barrels of beer or
less, that are less than twenty-five percent owned or controlled (or equivalent economic
interest) by a beverage alcohol industry member that is not itself a craft brewery, and a
brewery that has a majority of its total beverage alcohol volume in beers whose flavor derives
from traditional or innovative brewing ingredients.
(Brewers Association 2014)
Current Reality: A company or organizations current state of sustainability
Envisioned Future: It is a description of an organization’s positive aspirations. They can
consist of one or more bold, daring, and possibly unachievable goals. (Robert, et al. 2010,
175)
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD): A conceptual framework that
aids in analysis, decision-making, and planning in complex systems towards sustainability.
Funnel Metaphor: This metaphor represents a worldview that recognizes that current
sustainability problems are due to systematic errors in societal design, connected to each
other in complex ways and are systematically weakening both the social and ecological fabric
on which civilization depends.
Positive Impacts: Those impacts or actions which are good for society, and those impacts or
actions which are in line with the sustainability principles.
Solutions: Possible actions for craft breweries to overcome sustainability challenges.
Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD): An approach for conceptualizing and planning
for sustainability that is designed to deal with the complexity of the globe. Comprised of the
funnel metaphor, systems thinking, a definition of sustainability based on the sustainability
principles, backcasting, and a five-level planning framework for sustainability called the
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD).
Sustainability: (see: Sustainability Principles)
Sustainability Challenges: (see: Funnel Metaphor)
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Sustainability Principles (SPs): These are the eight basic principles of a sustainable society
in the biosphere, underpinned by scientific laws and knowledge. Only when we act within
these principles will we be able to reach a sustainable society.
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing…
1. …concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust;
2. …concentrations of substances produced by society;
3. …degradation by physical means;
And people are not subject to systematic barriers to
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

…personal integrity
…influence
…competence
…impartiality
…meaning
(Missimer 2013, 33-34)

Systems Thinking: Thinking in the context of the wider environmental and social system
and the interconnectedness that exists.
Unsustainability: The violating or not complying with the sustainability principles.
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

Sustainability Challenge

Currently our society is heading towards the walls of the funnel and, in order to move society
as a whole towards a sustainable future and away from the walls of the funnel, all areas of
our society need to move in that direction. The funnel is a metaphor that describes the
growing economic, social and environmental pressures that are acting on society (Robert
2000); these pressures are some of the effects of an unsustainable society. Since every part
of the society needs to move towards sustainability, we are choosing to examine how craft
breweries could become more sustainable and how they can and should move in that
direction in a clear and strategic way.

1.2.

Strategic Sustainable Development

In this process we are utilizing two main concepts; the first is the idea of a whole systems
perspective which we will go deeper into in the next section. A whole systems perspective
helps us, because it provides a structured overview through the understanding that the craft
beer industry is not just a small part, but that it is connected to other parts of a much larger
system. It is important to view it like that because by understanding the interactions between
the craft beer industry and society as a whole helps us to better understand the sustainability
challenges and where change can be enacted. The second concept which we make use of is
that of strategic sustainable development; by this, we mean the moving away from the wall of
the funnel and towards sustainability in a clear and strategic way. This concept will be
touched on later in our paper.

1.3.

Systems Perspective of Craft Breweries

We first want to look into the whole system of breweries in order to find an overview of their
specific sustainability challenge. In detail we start with the society as a whole, then go down
into the sustainability challenge that the beverage industry faces and finally into the craft beer
industry and why we chose each of them.
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Figure 1. Systems Mapping.
In examining the systems in which the craft brewery operates we can begin to see just how
many systems the craft beer industry effects. In looking at these many systems we first broke
them up into their most generic groupings; culture, society (economic systems, governmental
systems, and the structures that make up our society) and the food system group (see Figure
1). In each of these generic groups there were a number of subgroups.
1.3.1. Cultural Systems
In the cultural group, we identified two main areas of culture; these being beer culture and
the area of cultural trends. By beer culture we mean the beer drinking nations and those
individuals involved in social traditions centered on the consumption of beer that have
become part of our identity. While we agree that the product itself (alcohol) can cause many
negative issues within our society; this does not change the fact that its use is ingrained in our
society and that all parts of society need to move towards sustainability. We also examined
the area of cultural trends; by this we mean those customs that are not as ingrained in our
culture but rather are ones that are favored by society at this moment in time. Some examples
of this could be the artisanal movement and/or the local foods movement. These trends are
new driving forces that are changing the way we view ourselves as a culture and are helping
to shape our future values.
1.3.2. Societal Systems
Next we examined the society system, which included the economic system as well as the
governmental system. The economic systems are those systems that contribute to the
development of the whole world economy. In the economic system it is clear that craft
breweries are a part of the small business sector as well as the local economy; these areas are
2


the ones that craft breweries have most contact with. When looking at the area of
government, we identified two main areas, first the laws that affect the craft beer industry,
such as standards and regulations for the product (beer) itself. The second being the laws that
govern the economic system in which craft breweries operate, such as taxes and policies that
affect the economic system in which the craft breweries are operating. The other main areas
in the governmental system are the organizations and stakeholders that affect the creation of
these laws for the craft beer industry; these include local, state and national governments, as
well as the brewers’ guilds and associations that represent these craft breweries.
1.3.3. Food Systems
The third system that we identified is the food system, which we define as those systems
involved in the production and sale of food, an example being the agricultural system. This
system represents the system that links our topic (craft breweries) to the larger system of
society within the biosphere. This allows us to have a better view of our whole system as well
as its sub-systems and provides us with a system perspective. We choose this particular
system because we feel that it is the main challenge area for the craft brewing industry. In
looking deeper into what makes up the food system we divided the food system into two
areas of study, the beverage industry and the food industry. A hopeful outcome of our topic
system would be the changing of the beverage industry through the changing of the craft beer
industry towards sustainability.
1.3.4. History of Beer in Society
Beer is one of the world’s oldest prepared beverages; possibly dating back to the early
Neolithic or roughly 9500 BCE, when cereal grains were first farmed (Mauk 2013), and is
recorded in the written history of ancient Iraq and ancient Egypt (Young n.d.). Some of the
earliest Sumerian writings contain references to beer; an example to this is a prayer that was
said to the goddess Ninkasi. This prayer served as both a prayer and a method of
remembering the process by which beer is made to a culture with very few literate people
(Stuckey 2005). It is also mentioned to Gilgamesh in the Epic of Gilgamesh, by the ale-wife
Siduri (Hartman and Oppenheim 1950). In addition to being found in ancient Middle Eastern
countries, beer has been discovered in almost every culture throughout the world. An
example of this is in ancient China where a fermented beverage of rice and fruit was
produced around the year 7000 BCE (McGovern 2004; cnwinenews.com 2009).
1.3.5. Definition of Craft Brewery
The Brewers Association (2014) of America’s definition of a Craft Brewery is a brewery that
is small, independent & traditional. Characteristically, “small” indicates an “annual
production of 6 million barrels of beer or less (approximately 3 percent of U.S. annual
sales)”. A brewery is considered independent when “less than 25 percent of the craft brewery
is owned or controlled (or equivalent economic interest) by a beverage alcohol industry
member that is not itself a craft brewer.” A brewer that has a “majority of its total beverage
alcohol volume in beers whose flavor derives from traditional or innovative brewing
ingredients and their fermentation are considered traditional”. (Brewers Association 2014)
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1.3.6. The Fall and Rise of Craft Breweries
The growth of the craft beer industry (in the United States at least) came about because of the
repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment (which banned the sale and production of alcohol in the
United States from the 1920s until its repeal in 1933) by the enactment of the Twenty-First
Amendment (Curtis 2007; Jack S. Blocker 2006).
However, after the Twenty-First Amendment was enacted in 1933 putting an end to
prohibition in the United States, the craft beer industry was only a shell of its pre-prohibition
self, going from roughly 1200 craft breweries to only 703 craft breweries post-prohibition.
This number would continue to decline until it reached its lowest point with less than ninety
registered craft breweries in the United States in the late 1970s (see Figure 2). This decline
was due to multiple reasons, but the most notable was the changing of marketing techniques
and the changing of taste around this time period.

Figure 2. Number of Breweries. (Brewers Association 2013)

In more recent years, the craft beer industry has seen a considerable amount of growth, not
only sales, but also in the number of new breweries that have joined the ranks of those more
veteran to the brewing industry (see Figures 2 & 3).
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Figure 3. U.S. Beer Industry. (Demeter Group Investment Bank 2013, 4)
The specific challenge we wish to address in this paper is how can craft breweries become
more sustainable? We chose to concentrate on this area because the craft beer industry
around the world, but especially in the United States, has steadily increased (roughly 13%
from 2010-2011 and 12% from 2011-2012) (see Figure 3). This fact alone is impressive, but
when looking at the U.S. beer industry as a whole, we see that it has steadily decreased and
leveled off in the past few years thus making the craft beer industry an even bigger part of the
current culture in the United States. It is also projected that the craft beer industry will
represent nearly 15% of the U.S. beer industry by the year 2020 (Demeter Group Investment
Bank 2013, 4). This represents a huge opportunity for our work to have an impact because it
will allow for a greater impact to happen on such a young and rising industry, especially in
terms of moving them towards sustainability. This is because these younger breweries are not
as set in their ways and are more open to new ideas and new concepts that might aid them in
their business.
Breweries have always been a part of our society since the very beginning of human
civilization (as stated in the previous paragraph) and thus have become an embedded part of
our culture as a result. Despite the fact that negative issues surround the alcohol industry and
the apparent disconnect with the area of sustainability, this does not mean that we should not
take every effort to move the industry towards sustainability.

1.4.

Strategic Sustainable Development

After taking a system’s perspective of craft breweries we now discuss the importance of
moving craft breweries towards sustainability in a strategic way. One of the goals of this
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paper is to show how we can move craft breweries towards sustainability in a clear and wellplanned way.
1.4.1. Strategic Approach
As mentioned previously, in order to move society as a whole towards sustainability all parts
of society need to move in that direction. To be able to achieve this and to prevent
sustainability efforts in one area having negative impacts on the sustainability on another part
of society a strategic approach is needed. The Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD) uses such a strategic approach that helps guide businesses and
organizations towards sustainability in a clear and strategic way. The FSSD is a conceptual
framework that aids in analysis, decision-making, and planning in complex systems towards
sustainability (Holmberg 2000).
The FSSD consists of five levels (Missimer 2013, 2; Reed 2011, 4; Robert 2000; Broman
2000):
The first level is the Systems level, which is the society in the biosphere and is the level that
needs to be sustained and functioning. The second level, the Success level, is defined as
society in compliance with the eight Sustainability Principles (SPs). The sustainability
principles are principles “designed to define what society must stop doing in order to
preserve the socio-ecological system” (Alliance for Strategic Sustainable Development 2010,
39). These principles will be further explained in section 3.1.2.. The Success level can be
seen as a definition of the objective. At the Strategic level the planning process is aided by
backcasting from success, including guidelines to prioritize actions and thereby strategically
help to reach the objective. The actions themselves are in the Actions level. The fifth level is
the Tool level that includes the tools that are chosen and used for examining the system,
reaching the objective, maintaining a strategy and the implementation of the actions.
We used the FSSD throughout our paper to ensure our paper is strategically contributing to
the movement of craft breweries towards sustainability.
x

x

x

Specifically, we used the FSSD to get a better understanding of how the system looks
like where the craft breweries lie within. We sought to understand how craft
breweries are interrelated with other parts of society within the biosphere (see section
1.3.)
To be strategic, we also needed to know what success is for craft breweries. In our
opinion this should be a principled definition of success because scenarios as a
definition of success are limited by today’s ideas and thinking (Ny et al. 2006). The
sustainability principles provide a principled definition of sustainability (success) for
society within the biosphere. Therefore we have used this principled definition to
provide a definition of what the sustainability success for craft breweries is.
The FSSD is a framework that supports users to think strategically about planning for
sustainability. We have used this thinking by framing our system (craft breweries)
within society, within the biosphere, and backcasted (Holmberg 2000) from the
principled definition of success in our work. By taking a backcasting approach, we
have analyzed the challenges and positive impacts that breweries have today with
respect to this principled definition of success. Throughout the report this is known as
SP analysis (see section 3.1.2.).
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x

In addition, our aim is to provide a prototype of a tool in the tools level of the
framework. That is, we aim to develop a tool that is align with strategic sustainable
development thinking including possible actions how craft breweries could become
more sustainable

1.4.2. Aim
It is through this study that we hope to help the craft beer industry to become more
sustainable through the understanding of their contributions to sustainability. Furthermore,
this could hopefully help to move society as a whole towards sustainability by the affecting
of other systems connected to craft breweries.
1.4.3. Research Questions
After describing our thesis with the help of the systems perspective and the strategic
development, we then take a closer look at our methodology and how we approached our
research question; “How can craft breweries become more sustainable?”
And our sub research questions:
x
x
x
x

How are craft breweries contributing towards unsustainability?
How are craft breweries avoiding or overcoming the sustainability challenges?
How are craft breweries contributing towards sustainability?
What support could help craft breweries to become more sustainable?
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2.

Methodology

The primary research question that we are choosing to address is: How can craft breweries
become more sustainable? In order to answer this question we have divided the question into
four main parts, these parts create our four sub-questions. These sub-questions are: How are
craft breweries contributing towards unsustainability? How are craft breweries avoiding or
overcoming the sustainability challenges? How are craft breweries contributing towards
sustainability? And what support could help craft breweries to become more sustainable?
Our methodology can be divided into four main data sources, these include data gathered
from literature, data gathered from sustainability reports, data gathered from surveys and
finally the data gathered from our knowledge of sustainability as defined by the sustainability
principles and our knowledge of the craft beer industry and the brewing process itself. We
examined each of these four data sources against our research questions; specifically looking
for the contributions to unsustainability, sustainability, and possible solutions to the
sustainability challenges. Once our data was gathered for each of these parts we began the
development of our tool. This tool is meant to address our last sub research question (What
support could help craft breweries to become more sustainable?) by providing a resource to
help craft breweries move towards sustainability. The image below illustrates our exact
process of data collection.



Figure 4. Methods Illustration.
Below we discuss our methods for addressing our research questions; specifically our criteria
for sources, our justification of methods, and our methods of analysis for each data group.

2.1.

Our Knowledge of Sustainability and Craft Breweries

Before any data collection began, we first started by looking at the craft beer industry itself
and compared it with our knowledge of sustainability to see where they might not be in
compliance with the sustainability principles and what their positive aspects might be. The
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process by which we did this analysis of the industry was to look at the process of brewing
and to have a discussion amongst ourselves about what some of the challenges or positive
impacts might be. From here we came up with several actions that we felt were not in line
with the sustainability principles and added them into a spreadsheet as possible challenges,
this process was also done for the positive aspects. Next, we then examined the craft beer
industry using the aid of tools provided by the FSSD, specifically the house model. The
house model is a type of operational analysis tool that outlines the products and services of an
organization, the resources that that organization requires, the waste or by-products the
organization produces, and finally the overall planning and decision making structure of the
organization (Robert, et al. 2010, 182). This model helped us to further fill in any gaps in our
knowledge about the craft beer industry and further fill out our list of challenges and positive
aspects. These actions became the columns of our spreadsheet and we grouped them into the
main challenges and positive aspects. Then, we began the process of data collection to
examine if our main challenges and positive aspect were correct, we did this through
examining literature, sustainability reports, and through our survey.

2.2.

Literature

Our literature section consisted of fifty articles that ranged from economic impact reports by
the European Brewers Association to life cycle assessments (LCAs) of beer to sustainability
manuals produced by the craft brewers association, and many more topics. Our exact criteria
for choosing our literature are explained in the next section. However, the general criteria
was literature that discussed the subject of craft breweries and their impacts on society both
positive and negative, as well as any literature on solutions or best practices. After collecting
the literature we began the task of reviewing and categorizing the information, which
eventually led us to our results. This data was analyzed using a type of meta-analysis; the
exact method is explained in the analysis phase of this section.
2.2.1. Criteria
Our criteria for our literature section were quite clear; we searched for literature that
discussed the topic of craft breweries and the impacts that they have on their area (local –
whole society). We also searched for literature that offered up solutions to challenges to craft
breweries, or literature that discussed best practices for craft breweries. This literature
discussed the impacts that the craft breweries themselves cause but also what happens both
before and after the product (beer) leaves the brewery. Some such examples to this are life
cycle assessment papers that discussed the production of material and ingredients as well as
the disposal of the breweries waste products. As a final part of our literature section we
searched for articles pertaining to the subject of alcohol consumption. We chose this specific
issue based on our knowledge of sustainability and the sustainability principles, this issue
would be seen as not in compliance with the sustainability principles.
2.2.2. Analysis
In analyzing our literature, we first divided our literature up evenly amongst our group
members. These group members would then read through the literature searching for the
main points of the article while also keeping in mind our four research questions. After a
particular group member had finished categorizing the main points (sustainability challenges
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and/or positive impact) of their articles the other two group members would go through those
same articles to see if they came to the same conclusions or if they came to different
conclusions. These main points were then looked at using the sustainability principles to
determine their actual impact on sustainability; if they don’t comply with a sustainability
principle or if they comply (the positive aspects). Afterwards, these main points which
qualified as a sustainability challenge or positive aspect were then added to a spreadsheet
with the name of the article and the main points of the article marked out (see Appendix B).
This spreadsheet consisted of the main sustainability challenges that we found, as well as the
main positive impacts of craft breweries that we found in the literature. Any possible solution
to any of the sustainability challenges were added to a list of solutions under the appropriate
section (energy, water, general, etc.). These possible solutions were then examined using the
prioritization questions, to determine whether or not these solutions are actually good for the
brewery and if they are aligned with the sustainability principles (see Appendix D). These
questions are: (1) does this action lead in the right direction or are these actions in line with
the sustainability principles, (2) can it serve as a flexible platform for future improvements or
does this action “lock” you into an action that might not be sustainable, and (3) does it
provide sufficient return on investment (either economically or otherwise)? (Robert, et al.
2010, 52).
2.2.3. Justification
Our justification for why we chose to use literature as a primary source of data is because it
provides us with information from all parts of craft breweries that have already been tested or
researched by others. It also allows us to have a diversity of information. An example to this
is in the kinds of literature which we collected; life cycle assessments, economic impact
report, waste management tools, benchmarks and many others. These articles also gave a
diversity of data, from information about the sustainability challenges, to the many positive
impacts of craft breweries, and numerous suggestions of possible solutions to the proposed
challenges.

2.3.

Sustainability Reports

The sustainability report section of our paper consists of fourteen sustainability reports from
eight different craft breweries; the oldest of these sustainability reports goes back as far as
2007 while the most recent are from December 2013.
2.3.1. Criteria
The criteria for the sustainability report section of our paper is fairly straight forward; we
began by searching for those breweries who were interested in sustainability. In looking
deeper into this small number of breweries, we discovered several breweries with multiple
sustainability reports discussing the impacts and possible solutions of their brewery on their
local area. It is from these craft breweries that we gathered our sustainability reports.
Sustainability reports are reports that are developed by an organization for the purpose of
gauging their impacts on their area, both positively and negatively. We also searched for
sustainability reports from known associations such as brewers’ guilds and craft brewers
associations but could not locate any that would qualify as a sustainability report under the
criteria we set forth.
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2.3.2. Analysis
The analysis of the sustainability report section of our data collection was the same as the
analysis of the literature. A group member would examine the reports for the main findings
as well as look for information that pertained to our research questions. After this the other
two group members would examine the reports to see if they could come to the same
conclusion or if other points should be included. These main points would then be looked at
using the sustainability principles to determine their sustainability impacts. As in the
literature section these reports would be placed into our spreadsheet with their name and their
appropriate findings marked. As with the literature section any of possible solutions would be
placed into a document under their appropriate section. These possible solutions would then
be examined using the prioritization question to determine if the solutions were appropriate.
2.3.3. Justification
Our justification for utilizing these sustainability reports as a primary source of data
collection is because these reports are in most cases direct from the craft breweries
themselves. This offers a unique view of the craft brewery and their impacts. In most cases
these sustainability reports discuss the challenges that these craft breweries face and the
actions they are currently taking to address these issues. They also provide a more direct link
to the challenges of a craft brewery since they are closer to the source (the breweries
themselves) than academic literature.

2.4.

Survey

Our survey consisted of ten questions asking craft breweries across North America and
Europe what they felt the greatest sustainability challenges were, what the positive impacts
were and what some solutions might be to the sustainability challenges. We also inquired
about demographic information to better understand who these craft breweries were and
where they were from (see Appendix C).
2.4.1. Criteria
In looking at what craft breweries we would choose, we looked to the Craft Brewers
Association located in Colorado, USA for information pertaining to craft breweries in the
United States. We also looked to the European Brewers Association for information about
craft breweries throughout Europe. From these two associations we were able to gather a list
of the registered craft breweries throughout the United States and throughout Europe. It was
from these lists that we began to contact our craft brewers. Many of these craft breweries
were chosen at random from these lists, though we tried to have a diversity of breweries from
different locations (states in the United States and countries in Europe). However, several of
the surveys we sent were sent to craft breweries that we knew worked with sustainability or
who at least promoted that they did. Many of these craft breweries were discovered when we
began searching for sustainability reports.
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2.4.2. Analysis
Our survey was based in part on the Likert scale, with respondents answering either strongly
agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree (Likert 1932). We also had more open
ended questions asking respondents to name their own greatest sustainability challenges as
well as what they felt was their greatest positive aspect. We then examined the respondents
answers to see how many agreed or disagreed with our findings of the main challenges and
positive impacts of a craft brewery. We also examined the respondents’ answers to our open
ended questions to see if they both understood our question, and to see if they might have
changed their opinion from the previous question. These findings were then added and
compared to those of the literature and the sustainability reports.
2.4.3. Justification
Our justification for choosing to use surveys as one of our primary resources is two-fold.
First, surveys provide a unique view of the craft breweries impact on sustainability (or at
least the view of the respondents’ views on sustainability). This is because the respondent is
answering our questions more directly rather than through our interpretation of sustainability
report or literature that they themselves have created. Often such reports and literature are
done in many cases as a marketing tool; however we do acknowledge that their responses to
our survey could also be a marketing tactic. Our second justification for why we chose to use
a survey as a resource is because it acts as a tool for checking the validity of our findings in
the literature and sustainability reports. This is because no one understands the challenges
and strengths of a craft brewery like the craft breweries themselves. So by having them
agreeing or disagreeing with our finding they are helping to confirm our findings.

2.5.

Tool

In gathering our data on the impacts of a craft brewery, we began to think of possible ways to
help provide this information to craft breweries; in order to help them to address the
sustainability challenges. The result of this desire to help craft breweries eventually led to the
development of our last research question and the development of our prototype tool. The
development of our tool has been done through the collecting of our results on the
sustainability challenges and possible solutions to these challenges. After analyzing these
challenges with the sustainability principles and the analysis our possible solutions with the
prioritization question we began to collect them to form a tool (see Appendix D).
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3.

Results and Discussion of Results

In this section of our paper we list the results of our research and further describe and discuss
them. This section is divided into five main parts. The first four parts are discuss results for
our four sub research questions in order to answer our main research question of How can
craft breweries become more sustainable? The fifth part of this section consists of other key
findings.
Our four sub research questions are:
x
x
x
x

3.1.

How are craft breweries contributing towards unsustainability?
How are craft breweries avoiding or overcoming the sustainability challenges?
How are craft breweries contributing towards sustainability?
What support could help craft breweries to become more sustainable?

How are craft breweries contributing towards unsustainability?

The first part of this section is based on the literature, the sustainability reports and our
survey, which was developed with the knowledge of the literature and the sustainability
reports. The second part of this section consists of our SP analysis.
3.1.1. Results of Literature, Sustainability Reports and Survey
The literatures data set consists of fifty articles; all of which discussed various issues
surrounding the topic of the craft beer industry. While the sustainability report data set is
made up of fifteen sustainability reports from eight different craft breweries and brewers
associations across North America and Europe. After gathering our literature and
sustainability reports we began the task of categorizing the data into groups based on the
issues and main points that came up in our analysis. In looking closer at what our literature
and sustainability reports consist of, we need to refer back to our methodology. In our
methods section we discussed how we gathered our data and the criteria for what we chose to
examine. These criteria led us to a large body of literature concerning our topic. We have
three steps that led us to our literature and reports data set. In the first step, we used our
knowledge of the FSSD and our knowledge of the brewing process and craft beer industry to
come up with several of the main challenges and sustainability aspects of a craft brewery.
After this we then used the “house” model to further examine craft breweries and their
impacts on society. This led us to more challenges and sustainability aspects. Finally, we used
the criteria mentioned previously to gather the literature and sustainability reports to further
fill out our list of challenges and sustainability aspects. It is the data from these three steps
which led us to the following results concerning the main sustainability challenges. In Table 1
the number of literature and reports mentioning the challenges and the average value of our
survey responses concerning those challenge areas can be found. Full results can be found in
Appendix B and C.
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Table 1. Summary of Challenges.

The Main Sustainability
Challenges

Literature
Total: 50

Sustainability Reports
Total: 14

Survey
Total:8

Number of Breweries:
8

5-Strongly agree
1-Strongly
disagree

Energy

19

14 (8)

3.5

Agriculture

17

13 (7)

3.5

Packaging & Distribution

19

11 (7)

3.4

Water

19

12 (7)

3.1

Alcohol

5

0 (0)

2.6

Energy
As shown in Table 1, the most mentioned issue by literature and sustainability reports is
energy. There are two main forms of energy which a craft brewery uses; one is natural gas, or
other fossil fuels which are used in brewing, packaging, transportation and heating of
buildings. The other type of energy is electricity which used to power all the equipment and
buildings (Brewers Association 2013, 6).
Another finding is that craft breweries since they are small businesses, when comparing them
to larger breweries, are generally less energy efficient (Sturm, Hugenschmidt, et al. 2013).
This is due to a number of factors including economies of scale, load factors and up-to-date
production process. Another reason could be that smaller breweries hesitate to make longterm investments is to reduce the market risks. Adding to that, “small craft breweries can
often sell their beer at higher prices as they do not produce for the mass market. Consumers
are willing to spend more money for high quality beer that has been brewed traditionally as
well as locally. Therefore, it has not been imperatively necessary to optimize the production
process” (Sturm, Hugenschmidt, et al. 2013, 399). However, it is our belief that small
breweries are more flexible and more adaptable when it comes to make changes compared to
larger breweries. This is due to the fact that many small breweries have less personal and less
resources compared to their larger counterparts. Therefore, and because using less energy
can allow them to earn more money, craft breweries could more easily be moved towards
sustainability.
Based on our knowledge of sustainability and the issues most discussed in the literature and
reports about energy the sub-challenges are:
x

Non-renewable sources (e.g., nuclear and fossil fuels like natural gas)
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x

o How is the electricity produced?
Inefficiency
o How efficient is the electricity being used?
o Where is electricity being wasted?

More information on how those sub-challenges are contributing towards unsustainability can
be found in section 3.1.2., where we show our analysis of the challenges with the help of the
SPs.
In our survey we found that most breweries agreed that energy is one of the main
sustainability challenges for a craft brewery which confirmed our interpretation of the data
from literature and sustainability reports. As mentioned before the full results of our survey
can be found in Appendix B.
Agriculture
Throughout the literature and reports agriculture, particularly land use is described as one of
the most critical environmental issues of beer production (Cordella, et al. 2008) and because
waste disposal and water management also have become a big expense for breweries (Strum,
et al. 2012), a lot of breweries already take steps towards sustainability in those areas.
Furthermore, because some waste can even be sold again as a byproduct, breweries see this
waste as an opportunity to make money instead of a risk (Brewers Association 2013, 16;
Hospido, Moreira and Feijoo 2005).
Based on our knowledge of sustainability and the issues most discussed in the literature and
reports about agriculture the sub-challenges are:
x

x
x
x

The production of the ingredients
o Did the craft brewery choose a supplier that cares about the environment?
o What kind of chemicals, fertilizers and pesticides are used?
o What kind of machines are used and how much?
The transportation of the ingredients
o Did the craft brewery choose a supplier nearby?
o How are the ingredients transported?
Inefficient use of ingredients
o How much of the ingredients could be saved by more efficient processes
and by less human error?
The disposal of the ingredients of the beer
o How are the ingredients disposed of? E.g., are they recycled?

In our survey, we found that most breweries tended to agree that agriculture is one of the
main sustainability challenges for a craft brewery. While nearly half of these breweries
pointed out that agriculture was their biggest challenge. One of the reasons for that could be
the fact that hops are not produced in many regions in the U.S.A. (Hop Growers of America
2008) and therefore the travel distance can be quite far creating more emissions by
transportation vehicles. Adding to that, small craft breweries may not have a lot of influence
on the production of their ingredients, compared to larger breweries that can put more
pressure on their suppliers simply by being one of their major customers.
Packaging& Distribution
How to make the packaging and distribution phase more sustainable is a big challenge for all
breweries, especially craft breweries. How sustainable this last phase is, depends mostly on
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the kind of packaging that is used. The general packaging in a brewery consists of glass
bottles, aluminum cans and steel kegs. Each of these has many positive and negative aspects
to them. Glass bottles are heavy to transport and also cost more energy to manufacture, but
they are easy for craft breweries to use (fill) and can be easily reused. Cans usually are made
of aluminum, which makes them light and easy to be recycled, however, the manufacturing
of aluminum also requires a lot of energy. The reduction in weigh produced by the use of
cans also means that less energy is used for the transportation of the beer. Kegs can store a
large amount of beer and can be the easiest to reuse. But, most people do not drink that much
and a keg is not convenient to be carried, so this packaging method is mostly used by bars or
restaurants. In general it can be said that the manufacturing of the packaging materials uses a
lot of energy and the impact on the environment largely depends on the recycling and reusing
system. The standard of recycling and reusing depends on where the brewery is situated.
Based on our knowledge of sustainability and the issues most discussed in the literature and
reports about packaging and distribution the sub-challenges are:
x
x
x

Production of packaging materials (Hospido, Moreira and Feijoo 2005)
o What kind of material is used for packaging?
o How is this material produced?
Disposal of packaging materials
o How does the recycling and reusing system work?
Transportation of beer and packaging materials
o Distance of sales region and distance from packaging material suppliers
o How are the materials transported to the brewery?
o How is the beer being distributed?

In our survey we found that breweries tend to agree that packaging and distribution is one of
the main sustainability challenges for a craft brewery. With our understanding of
sustainability, we feel that breweries need to take responsibility for the issue of packaging and
distribution.
Water
Almost all of the sustainability reports and a big part of the literature we went through agreed
that water is a main sustainability challenge. Water is the main raw material used in the
brewing process and “on average, water makes up about 92% of beer, with ethanol and
extract from raw materials making up the remaining 8%” (Brewers of Europe 2012, 13). The
amount of water used is mainly affected by the packaging process through its washing
requirements, the quality of the incoming water and the efficiency of the production process
(Brewers of Europe 2012, 15).
Based on our knowledge of sustainability and the issues most discussed in the literature and
reports about water the sub-challenges are:
x

Source of water
o Where does the water come from?
o Water consumption (Brewers Association 2013, 5)
o Water use for production
 How efficient is the water being used?
 How much water is being used for production of the beer?
o Water use for cleaning
 How much chemicals are being put into the water?
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x

 How much water is being used for cleaning?
 What kind of cleaning substances are put into the water?
o Water use in the building
 How much water is being used in the other parts of the brewery
like the Water Closet (WC) or the kitchen?
 What is put into the water there?
Wastewater disposal
o How is the water disposed of?
o Is there a filtration system within the brewery? (Brewers Association
2013, 5)

In our survey we found that most of the breweries answering our survey respond between
neutral and agree regarding the challenge of water. Some of the breweries have pointed out
that water is a large challenge for them, whereas others are confident that the way they deal
with water does not contribute towards unsustainability, which led them to answer with a
neutral response or one of disagreement about the water challenge.
Alcohol Consumption
How does alcohol contribute towards unsustainability and how are craft breweries a part of
it? These are some of the questions that came up in our research of craft breweries and
sustainability, especially given our knowledge of the sustainability principles. There are
many negative aspects that can be caused by alcohol. They can be broken up into those that
affect the individual, others that affect the community and those that affect both the
community and the individual in some way. An example of alcohol affecting both the
community and the individual in a negative way is the increase in irresponsible acts when
alcohol is consumed leading to e.g. the issue of drinking and driving that can cause damage
to both the individual and the community. People using alcohol as a tool to help them release
their aggression could be an example of a negative impact on the community, while addiction
can be an example for the negative impacts on the individual.
While doing our research we found many papers on the negative effect that these issues have
on the individual and on the community, but only a few pieces of our literature directly
related those issues to breweries, while no sustainability report we examined mentioned the
challenge of alcohol consumption. We feel that this shows that most people think that craft
breweries are just the middlemen producing the alcohol and the responsibility for the negative
effects of the product lies with the consumer.
Based on our knowledge of sustainability and the issues most discussed in the literature about
alcohol the sub-challenges are:
x

x
x
x

Aggressive Behavior
o Alcohol might cause people to get aggressive and fight
o People may want to get drunk to fight and thereby use alcohol as a tool
o Domestic abuse
After consumption of alcohol people act less responsible
o Drinking and driving
Addiction/Abuse of alcohol
Underage drinking
o Drunken minors that are not used to alcohol might hurt themselves or
others
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o Alcohol may have worse effects on minors than on adults
In our survey we found that there was no strong consensus about the issue of alcohol, but they
tended to disagree. Breweries answered with agree (2), neutral (2), disagree (3) and strongly
disagree (1). We understand that things breweries can do to address the issues of alcohol are
very limited. We also know that the issue of alcohol may not necessarily be the fault of the
breweries. However, breweries do produce a product that can have negative effects on society
and in our opinion therefore have a responsibility. With our knowledge of sustainability we
believe that something must be done about the issue of alcohol consumption.
3.1.2. Results of SP Analysis
As described in the previous sections, our definition of sustainability and unsustainability is
based on the sustainability principles (SPs). Those sustainability principles are (Missimer
2013, 33-34): 
“In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing…
1. …concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust;
2. …concentrations of substances produced by society;
3. …degradation by physical means;
And people are not subject to systematic barriers to…
4. …personal integrity
5. …influence
6. …competence
7. …impartiality
8. …meaning”
In the following table are the results of our SP analysis, where we examined the sustainability
challenges breweries are currently facing.
Table 2. SP Analysis of Challenges.
Challenge

Sub-Challenge

SPs

Examples

Energy

Non-renewable
energy sources

1& 2

A lot of breweries use natural gas and are
thereby not complying with SP 1; others use
electricity generated by nuclear power plants
which do not comply with SP 2. Also most of
the transportation is based on fossil fuel taken
from the earth’s crust which does not comply
with SP1. Burning those fossil fuels also often
produces a huge amount of CO2 not aligned
with the SP2.

Inefficiency

1& 2

Too much energy use (e.g., through using the
wrong kind of energy for certain brewing
processes) means that less gas and electricity
could be used and thereby less could be taken
from the earth’s crust and fewer substances
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would be released into the environment.
Agriculture

Packaging&
Distribution

Water

Production

1,2,3
&4

A big part of the machines (e.g., tractors) used
within agriculture uses fossil fuels (SP1),
chemicals and pesticides used for the production
of e.g. the hops and grains could be bad for
human health (SP4) and harming to the
environment (SP2). Furthermore some farmers
may degrade the environment by/for land use
(SP2).

Transportation

1& 2

Far distances to suppliers are not complying
with SP 1 and 2 because most transportation
forms cause emissions from burning fossil fuels.

Inefficient use/
ineffective use/
human error

1, 2 & Waste of ingredients e.g. through inefficient
3
processes and human errors means that less
could be transported, less pesticides could be
used and less could go the landfill (SP 1, 2 & 3).

Disposal

2&3

Some breweries put their ingredients after use
on landfills that degrade the environment (SP3)
and releases emissions (e.g., methane) (SP2).

Production of
packaging
materials

1&2

Some materials are extracted from the earth’s
crust (SP1) and most of the materials are
produced with high energy consumption, which
may be produced with nuclear power plants or
fossil fuels (SP 1 & 2)

Disposal of
packaging
materials

1, 2 & In some areas recycling and reusing is not that
3
advanced causing the materials to end up on
landfills (SP3). A bad recycling and reusing
system also results in more use and production
of packaging materials than necessary that does
not comply with SP 1 and 2.

Transportation of
beer and
packaging
materials

1

Some craft breweries sell their beer and have
their packaging material suppliers around the
world which increases transport distances and
as mentioned most transportation forms cause
emissions from burning fossil fuels (SP 1 & 2)

Source of water

3

Degrading the environment by taking water out
of e.g. drought endangered areas or areas at risk
of becoming desert (SP3).

Water
consumption

2&3

Chemicals and cleaning substances put into the
water while cleaning processes is not align with
SP 2. Inefficient water use and wasting water
means that less water could be used and less
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water could be taken out of e.g. drought
endangered areas (SP3).

Alcohol
Consumption

3.2.

Wastewater
disposal

2, 3 & If the wastewater is not being taken care of
4
more chemicals are let into nature (SP2) and
water could be let into wrong areas (e.g., flood
endangered areas) that can potentially harm
people (SP4) and decrease the environment
(SP3).

Aggressive
Behavior

4

Through e.g. fights and domestic abuse
aggressive people may harm others and alcohol
can increase this aggression (SP4).

Acting less
responsible

4

For example through drinking and driving
peoples integrity is jeopardized (SP4).

Addiction

4,5&6 Through alcohol addiction certain problems can
arise. For example addicted people may not able
to fit in the society or hold job and thereby
inhibiting their competence and influence (SP 5
& 6). Furthermore addiction can cause health
problems. (SP4)

Underage
drinking

4

Drunken minors not only harm their own health
but can also harm others (SP4).

How are craft breweries avoiding or overcoming the sustainability
challenges?

In the following section we provide possible solutions; actions breweries can undertake to
overcome the sustainability challenges based on the results of the literature, the sustainability
reports and the survey. In the appendix, a list with more solutions as part of our tool can be
found, in addition some solutions are also listed in our survey (Appendices C and D).
3.2.1. Energy
Within the area of energy consumption, we found that the main focus should be on the use of
energy, specifically on the inefficiency; in order to achieve the goal of being more sustainable
and at the same time provide the brewery with sufficient return on investment. One possible
area where efficiency can be increased is the brewing process itself, for which there are a
number of solutions and modern processes that can be implemented (see Appendix D).
Another possibility to save energy is the transportation between the brewery and its
stakeholders. It would help to try to reduce the distances, which could help to reduce the
amount of CO2 emitted, for example through encouraging employees to live closer to the
brewery or by choosing more local suppliers. Beside the usage of energy; the source of
energy is another important part of the challenge of energy. Here the brewery could install
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and use renewable energy sources, such as wind power, solar energy, hydro and biofuels
themselves or try to find more sustainable energy suppliers.
In the following table we describe some of the main solutions using the three prioritization
questions and how the solutions can be align with them. The three prioritizing questions are
(Robert, et al. 2010, 52):
x
x
x

Does this action lead in the right direction? (RD)
Can this action be used as a flexible platform for future actions? (FP)
Does this action provide sufficient return on investment? (ROI)
Table 3. Energy Solutions.

Sub
Challenge

Solution

Right direction? Flexible platform? Sufficient ROI?

Inefficiency

Reduce
transportation
distances

Through choosing closer suppliers, transportation distances
can be reduced, which can lead to less e.g. CO2 emissions
(RD). Reduced transportation distances can also save
money for breweries (ROI), which then can be used for
future actions (FP).

Modern
processes

Modern processes need investment and determination (e.g.,
against tradition), but through more efficient and recourse
saving processes like e.g. a heat exchanger to help using
waste energy, profits can be increased (ROI), negative
impacts on the environment decreased (RD) and those
modern processes can be used as a stepping stones for
future improvement (FP).

Choose energy
suppliers
carefully

Through e.g. a supplier producing renewable energy money
could be saved (ROI) and negative impacts on the
environment can be reduced (RD) and through increased
profit this action could be used as a flexible platform (FP).
If the energy supplier producing renewable energy costs
more, this action might not comply with the prioritization
questions of FP and ROI, but it would still comply with RD
and in addition this action could prevent from future risks
like regulations and laws forcing companies to use
renewable energy.

Own renewable
energy
production

When the craft brewery produces renewable energy by itself
e.g. with photovoltaic on the roof it could comply with the
prioritization questions like for the previous solution. Small
craft breweries might not have the financial resources for
such an investment, but in many states in Europe and North
America financial support can be generated for such actions.

Source of
energy
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3.2.2. Agriculture
In order to overcome the sustainability challenge of agriculture certain actions can be
implemented. An example of how many breweries overcome the sub challenge of the
disposal of ingredients is through the selling of the ingredients for further usage an example
being to sell the spent grain to farmers to feed their animals (Brewers of Europe 2012, 24).
Another way to dispose of the ingredients in a more sustainable way is through composting;
this not only helps the environment, but also the farmers as a natural manure (Environmental
Protection Agency 2013). A third way could be an anaerobic digester through which the
ingredients can be transformed into fuel for later usage (Strum, et al. 2012).
Another solution is to choose suppliers carefully; by replacing the malted barley supplier with
one closer to the brewery (Hospido, Moreira and Feijoo 2005, 159), the brewery can decrease
its transportation distances. Another action that can help to overcome the sub-challenges of
the production and transportation of the ingredients is to choose a more sustainable supplier.
In the following table we describe some of the main solutions with the three prioritization
questions and how the solutions can comply with them:
Table 4. Agriculture Solutions.
Sub-Challenge

Solution

Right direction? Flexible platform? Sufficient ROI?

Disposal of
ingredients

Give or sell
ingredients for
further usage

Money can be generated (ROI) from e.g., spent grain,
and through reusing the ingredients negative impacts
on the environment can be reduced (RD) and the
generated money can be used for future actions (FP).

Production and
transportation of
ingredients

Choose supplier Through e.g., a closer supplier transportation distance
carefully
can be decreased (RD, FP & ROI), and through
choosing a supplier that produces the ingredients e.g.,
organically, negative impacts on the environment can
be reduced (RD).

3.2.3. Packaging and Distribution
Within the challenge of packaging and distribution there are many ways in which a craft
brewery can become more sustainable. Two main actions are to choose a more sustainable
packaging method and to introduce a recycling and reuse system. If glass bottles are used just
once, they have a greater impact on the environment than the other methods (as mentioned
previously). This is through the high energy consumption of the glass production process.
However, through the use of deposit bottles which are returned and later reused, the use of
glass bottles can become more sustainable. Since glass bottles are a more traditional way of
packaging beer many craft breweries use them. Although many of those bottles a not recycled
or reused; showing that there is a lot of room for improvement. Here are some important facts
from Ripple glass (2013) about why we need recycle glass:
x
x

“Container glass is 100% recyclable, and can be recycled endlessly […].
Burying perfectly good glass in the landfill wastes all the material, energy, and labor
that went into making it.
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x
x

x
x

Using recycled glass produces 20% less air pollution and 50% less water pollution
than creating new glass (or fiber glass) from raw materials.
Every ton of glass that’s recycled results in more than one ton of raw materials saved.
That’s 1,300 lbs. of sand, 410 lbs. of soda ash, 380 lbs. of limestone, and 150 lbs. of
feldspar.
Recycling just one glass bottle saves enough electricity to light a 100-watt light bulb
for four hours. […]
Glass isn’t collected in most area curbside recycling programs […]. When mixed with
other recyclables, broken glass degrades and contaminates those materials, causing
them to be ‘downcycled’ into lower quality products.”

In the following table we describe some of the main solutions with the three prioritization
questions and how the solutions can be align with them:
Table 5. Packaging and Distributions Solutions.
Sub-Challenge

Solution

Right direction? Flexible platform? Sufficient ROI?

Production of
packaging
materials

Choose more
sustainable
packaging
method

With choosing for example reusable kegs and bottles
instead of cans that can only be recycled, may besides
having less negative impact on the environment (RD)
save costs because less packaging materials need to be
bought (ROI) and less costs can lead to more
investment in other parts of the brewery (FP).

Disposal of
packaging
materials

Work with
community for
recycling and
reusing solutions

As described earlier, the negative impact of the
packaging materials largely depends on their
reusing/recycling. Working with the community to
introduce e.g. a deposit bottle system may not only lead
in the right direction (RD), but could also save costs
(ROI) and with the money saved, future actions could
be funded (FP).

Transportation

Improve
logistics

Reducing the distances to suppliers and to customers
can reduce the negative impacts from transportation
(RD) as well as save money (ROI & FP). Sometimes it
might also be possible to avoid empty trucks for
example after sending beer to the retailers, the empty
truck could be used to bring deposit bottles back (RD,
ROI & FP).

3.2.4. Water
Usually a craft brewery uses 4-10 liters of water for every liter of beer that is produced
(Tokos, Pintaric and Krajnc 2012, 177). This shows just how important the issue of water is
for a brewery and with some breweries approaching a ratio of 3:1 there is room for
improvement (Great Lakes Brewing Company 2012, 17). Some solutions for overcoming the
sub-challenge of water consumption are to reuse water, for example through using grey water
for toilets or implementing modern processes like low-flow nozzles for cleaning. Another
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action that can help craft breweries to become more sustainable regarding the challenge of
water is to build a filtration system to prevent the pollution of the local water system.
In the following table we describe some of the main solutions with the three prioritization
questions and how the solutions can be align with them:
Table 6. Water Solutions.
SubChallenge

Solution

Right direction? Flexible platform? Sufficient ROI?

Source of
water

Rain water
capturing

Through rainwater collection costs for water (ROI) can be
reduced and through the increased profit this action could be
used as a flexible platform (FP).

Water
consumption

Reuse water

Money can be generated from using grey water for e.g. toilets
(ROI). Furthermore through reusing water, impacts on the
environment can be reduced (RD) and the generated money
can be used for future actions (FP).

Modern
processes

Modern processes like e.g. low-flow nozzles (Olajire 2012,
17) or equipment sprays can increase the efficiency and
amount of water used. Thereby money can be saved (ROI &
FP) and negative impacts on the environment decreased (RD).

Filtration
system
within
brewery

Installing a filtration system (Brewers Association 2013, 5) in
the brewery can prevent chemicals and other environmental
unfriendly substances polluting the water system (RD)
(especially when the communal filtration systems are
overloaded in e.g. rainy seasons). Although this action might
be expensive the risk of future laws and restriction can be
avoided (ROI).

Wastewater
disposal

3.2.5. Alcohol Consumption
How do craft breweries overcome the challenge of alcohol? In order to overcome the
challenge of alcohol, breweries can undertake certain actions that can help overcoming all the
different sub-challenges. A first step for breweries to become more sustainable in the aspect
of alcohol is to acknowledge their responsibility. Next steps could then be to try to increase
awareness of the negative effects alcohol can have and try to educate consumers or potential
customers. Through this action also new more responsible customers could be generated.
Another possible solution could be to produce nonalcoholic drinks.
As mentioned before, even if many people might feel that the challenge of alcohol is not the
responsibility of breweries, we do feel breweries should do something and it could even help
breweries financially through being ahead of competitors if laws and regulations are
introduced in the future.
In the following table we describe some of the main solutions with the three prioritization
questions and how the solutions can be align with them:
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Table 7. Alcohol Solutions.
Solution

Right direction? Flexible platform? Sufficient ROI?

Acknowledging the
responsibility

A brewery acknowledging their responsibility helps as a first step
towards sustainability and thereby it can be a flexible platform (FP).

Non-alcohol beer and
additional products

Other products can be used as a fallback in case alcohol gets more
restricted and through keeping future policies in mind, future risks
can be prevented (ROI).

Support people and
organizations

Certain actions e.g. AA meetings, responsible commercials & teach
the healthy/fun/good way to consume alcohol can lead in the right
direction (RD) and can serve as flexible platform (FP).

3.3.

How are craft breweries contributing towards sustainability?

In this part of the paper we describe the main positive impacts of a craft brewery that we
found in our research. Specifically the main positive impact of a craft breweries are:
x
x
x
x
x

Local Economy
Local Connection
Cultural Identity
Social Interaction
Health & Wellbeing
Table 8. Summary of Positive Impacts.
Literature
Total: 50

Sustainability Reports
Total: 14

Survey
Total:8

Number of Breweries: 8

5-Strongly agree
1-Strongly disagree

Local Economy

16

7 (5)

4.3

Local Connection

12

9 (7)

3.8

Cultural Identity

12

7 (5)

4.3

Social Interaction

9

9 (4)

4.0

It is the data from the three steps mentioned in section 3.1 which led us to the following
results from the literature and the sustainability reports concerning the positive impacts of
craft breweries (see Table 8).
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3.3.1. Results of Literature and Sustainability Reports
The following are the results of our research from the literature and sustainability reports; on
what the main positive impacts of a craft brewery are. Also included are our results on
health/wellbeing.
Local Economy
The craft beer industry plays a large role in the economy. This is shown by the facts that in
the year 2011 the EU 27 had a per capita consumption of roughly 72.8 liters (Brewers of
Europe 2012, 8) and at the same time breweries employed approximately 135,000 individuals
(Brewers of Europe 2012, 14) and created revenue of about 5,400,000,000 Euros. These facts
help to demonstrate the large impacts that craft breweries can have on the overall economy,
but through the multiplier effect, on the local economies, as well. The multiplier effect states
that if for example an employee spends part of his money within the local economy it will
still circulate in the local economy and thereby enhancing the effect on the local economy
(Milchen 2014).
The impacts from the local economy that are most discussed are:
x
x
x

Job creation,
The supporting of other local businesses (either though employment or by purchasing
resources from),
And the affect that the brewery has on the area in terms of money
spent/invested/created.

Local Connection
Small craft breweries may care more about the environment than the big breweries, because
they are local breweries and they rely on the region where their ingredients, employees, and
their main customers came from. Therefore, craft breweries care about their local area and
wish to preserve them. These can have positive impacts on the local area through the
sustainability principles. Specifically, sustainability principles one to three. A good example
can be seen from Full Sail Brewery, they said: “We often look out over the mighty Columbia
River and the snow-capped volcano peaks beyond, and up at the clear blue skies, and have to
pinch ourselves for being so lucky to work in a magnificent place like Hood River, Oregon.
It's not hard to figure out what would attract us to this setting. Our love for the environment is
what drives our sustainable practices, so pure water; local ingredients and responsible
processes are poured into each and every tasty pint. Employees are the owners at Full Sail –
and because Oregon is our home – we feel empowered to run the brewery in the most
responsible manner every day. As much as we are committed to brew great beers, we are also
committed to our community. It would be impossible to live and work in the Columbia River
Gorge and not be inspired by the sheer beauty of the place.” (Full Sail Brewing Company
2014) This is not a view that Full Sail Brewing Company has alone, but is rather one that has
come up multiple times in our analysis of the literature and the sustainability reports.
The topics about the local connection that were most discussed are:
x
x

Concern for the local region in which the brewery operated (forest, waterways, or
wildlife),
A concern for the people and communities in the local area,
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Cultural Identity
There are many different positive impacts that a craft brewery can have on society. One of the
main impacts that we feel is important to note is the affect that craft breweries have on the
cultural identity of their local region. When examining the positive effects that craft breweries
can have on their local region the first thing that comes up is the fact that many of these local
craft breweries have a deep connection to their local region and the identity of the people. An
easy way in which this can be seen is through both the names of the craft breweries and the
names of their brews. Many of these names are from the local region or named after the town
or region in which they are made. Another reason for why many craft breweries have a deep
connection to their local region and people is through the organizations and events that they
support. In many cases craft breweries are huge supporters of local events and businesses.
Not only does this affect the local economy and improve social interaction within the
community, but it also shows that these breweries care about what the local community cares
about and that they are a part of that community. Another example to this idea of cultural
identity is the fact that a growing trend amongst craft breweries is to have at least one brew
that is sourced entirely from locally grown ingredients. This fact connects deeply with
another positive impact of craft breweries which was mention previously, specifically, their
connection to their local region and local environment. But, how do these facts contribute
towards sustainability? When looking at these facts with help from sustainability principles
we can see that these facts do not violate any of the environmental principles, instead they
help to strengthen those of the social principles, in particular meaning (Missimer 2013, 33).
The impacts on cultural identity that were most discussed were:
x
x
x

Preservation of traditional ways (brewing techniques, hand-crafted products, artesian
industries, and unique flavors/recipes),
Supporting local events, organizations, members
Means of identifying for community or identifying of local culture through the craft
brewery.

Social Interaction
In looking at the area of social interaction there are two areas that need to be examined; how
craft breweries contribute to this issue? And how this issue contributes to sustainability? In
looking at how craft breweries contribute to social interaction it is clear that they do this by
simply providing the means for people to gather around (i.e. the beers they make and the
establishments that serve them). Many of these places could be classified as “third” places. A
third place being those places in which you connect with others that are not your home or
place of work (Oldenburg n.d.). These places normally include parks, coffee shops, bars and
restaurants, barber shops, salons and other place where people naturally gather and interact.
This interaction speaks to the eighth sustainability principle meaning, by helping to provide
people with a purpose for being alive. This is because as humans we are naturally social
creatures and are dependent on the connections we make with others. This fact can be seen in
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs; specifically the need of love, affection and belongingness
(Simons, Irwin and Drinnien 1987).
The impacts about social interaction that were most discussed were:
x

Providing a place for people to gather at and discuss issues or simply relax with
friends/loved ones,
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x
x

Providing a service/product (i.e. beer) for people to gather around to discuss or simply
chat,
And by providing education to community members about a number of topics
including (The Craft Beer Industry, Environmental/Sustainable living tips, among
other topics).

Health/Wellbeing
In looking at the positive impacts of craft breweries we examined the potential health benefits
that they can have, specifically the health benefits that alcohol and beer can have on
individuals who only consume low to moderate amounts. In doing our research we were only
able to discover two of our articles that discussed the fact of alcohols health benefits and none
of the sustainability report mention it at all. While these articles were mainly focused on the
health benefits of alcohol and offered a lot of good information we do not think that this is
enough to say that health/wellbeing is a main positive aspect of craft breweries. We do
however; feel that more research needs to be done in order to definitively say if it is actually a
positive impact or if it has no affect at all. However, an interesting finding from our research
came from our survey; which we used to confirm our findings with actual craft breweries
from North America and Europe. In this survey we found that out of the eight respondents six
were either neutral (3 respondents) on the health benefits or agreed (3 respondents) with our
conclusions of health as a positive aspect. Our survey also showed that the remaining two
respondents strongly disagreed with the conclusion that health was a positive impact. These
findings from the survey have shown us that further information needs to be gathered on the
health benefits of alcohol, specifically beer, on individuals and what affect this might have on
the society as a whole. It is because of these reasons that we are choosing to not include
health/wellbeing as part of our findings and conclusions.
The issues about health/wellbeing that are most discussed are:
x

The benefit affects that moderate alcohol (beer specifically) consumption can have on
individuals health these benefits ranged from heart health, Parkinson’s, and physical
wellbeing.

3.3.2. Results of the Survey
In our survey we found that breweries tend to strongly agree about positive impacts on the
local economy. In addition, more than half of the breweries pointed out that social interaction
and local connection have the greatest impact. They provide place and means to bring people
together and taking care of the region they belong to (see Appendix C).
3.3.3. Result of SP Analysis of positive impacts
The following table shows why these positive impacts are good for the sustainability of a
craft brewery.
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Table 9. SP Analysis of Positive Impacts.
Positive Impact

SPs

Examples

Positive impacts
on the local
economy

SP
5,8

Through enhancing the local economy trust can be built within
the community and through employment influence and meaning
could be incited.

Local connection

SP
1,2,3

Because craft breweries rely on the local environment and
community they care about them and therefore having a positive
impact on all aspects of environmental sustainability.

Social Interaction

SP 8

Through social interaction, communities can be strengthened
and meaning can be generated.

Cultural Identity

SP 6

Many craft breweries keep traditions alive and thereby saving
knowledge that otherwise could be lost which supports
competence.

3.4.

What support could help craft breweries to become more
sustainable?

In this section we describe the prototype of a tool we developed that could hopefully help
craft breweries to become more sustainable. This prototype was developed with the
knowledge we have gained throughout our research. The tool we wanted to design would not
only help small breweries to find out what their challenges are, but would also provide them
with solutions to reach their goal of becoming more sustainable.
3.4.1. What does the prototype of the tool look like now?
Basically the prototype of our tool is a list of actions breweries could implement to become
more sustainable and thus helping society stays within the walls of the funnel (see Appendix
D). Those actions can be seen as a guideline, checklist or a list of possible solutions for each
of the five sustainability challenges. In addition to the list we have included the source of the
actions as well as providing other resources for further research. Since several actions can be
applied for more than one challenge, for example to gather information, we have made a
section of general actions. Within the energy section we have split the possible solution into
three sections; short (low), mid (moderate) and long term (high cost) actions based on our
knowledge. Another way in which we split the solutions up was to categorize them into
certain sub challenges (see water) again based on our knowledge. Those two different ways
of separating the solutions helps breweries finding the right action for them, either through
going through the checklist and seeing what could be applied soon (with low costs), or what
the specific challenge of their brewery is and what kind of solution could be applied to
overcome this challenge.
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3.4.2. How could the prototype be improved?
To make the prototype better, certainly more actions, specifically more solutions could be
included. Another possibility to improve the tool would be to add more ways of
ordering/categorizing the actions (e.g., order them by effectiveness, respectively how much
does this action contribute to sustainability and/or how much return on investment does it
generate?), to make it easier for the brewery searching for sustainable actions. To add a list of
actions breweries are already contributing to sustainability (similar to the list of positive
impacts above) could also add value to the tool and could serve as a motivator. Furthermore,
benchmarks can be included so that breweries can better compare in which area there is more
room for improvement. Those benchmarks can also be used to rate breweries and compare
with others. For this the benchmark calculation of the paper An Integrated Sustainable
Performance Assessment and Benchmark of Breweries (Tokos, Pintaric and Krajnc 2012) can
be used.
One more possibility how to make the tool better is to give examples of sustainable breweries
(breweries with a high rating) and how they are able to be sustainable including all the actions
they are implementing. Thereby breweries would not only have benchmarks for each
sustainability challenge but can also compare with real breweries why those are more
sustainable. [E.g., company A has a low rating because the energy supplier is making
electricity out of fossil fuel and company B has a higher rating also because it is producing its
own energy with solar panels or company. C uses less energy through a more efficient
production process and so company A can use the ideas of company B and C to get closer to
sustainable brewing.]
3.4.3. What were the challenges with the tool?
There are two main challenges we found when designing the prototype of our tool. One is that
we felt that some actions are difficult to categorize. For example on the one hand changing
the energy supplier could save money and be a sustainable action because the new supplier
provides cheaper renewable energy. On the other hand changing to a more sustainable energy
supplier could be more expensive, because renewable energy production is still not
competitive enough. Another example of the difficulty of categorizing is that the positive
implementation of certain actions largely depends on the specific area and brewery. Even
though these difficulties come up, we still think that it would be good to be able to provide
approximate values.
The second big challenge we were facing is that some sources were already providing their
own list of solutions being similar to our prototype. A difference that can be pointed out here
is that those lists mainly consist of solutions for just one sustainability challenge.
In conclusion it can be said that if we would elaborate on the tool, we are sure that there will
be more challenges which come up in the process. But, we would be glad to try to solve
them.
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3.5.

Other Key Findings

In this part we describe some other key findings of our paper. Those key findings are general
solutions, literature and reports, energy as a tool to measure challenges, building on strengths
and economics.
3.5.1. General Solutions
During our research we found some solutions that can be applied for all the different
challenges. Some of the main actions are:
x
x
x

Gather information
Teach employees
Work with the community

Even though time and money have to be invested in those actions, in our opinion they are
necessary and can be seen as enablers, respectively first steps in order be able to implement
certain actions that then can reduce risks and increase profits.
One example of how gathering information can help is within the challenge of agriculture.
First, breweries gather information about the challenge asking questions like: How are the
ingredients produced? Where are the ingredients from? How efficient are the ingredients
used? How does the disposal of the ingredients work? With this information then actions like
building an anaerobic digester or changing the supplier can be implemented. This can work
similar for the challenge of water. Here questions can be asked like: Where does the water
come from? How much water does the brewery use? What kind of chemicals are in the waste
water? How does the disposal of the water work? How much does it cost to buy and depose
of the water? In order to implement actions like building a filtration system or reusing water.
To help breweries answer their questions and to gather information about how they can
improve they can make use of resources like a list of sustainable actions the brewery
community brings out (Brewers Association 2013).
Teaching employees about sustainability can have many positive outcomes. For example,
inefficient use of ingredients, machines or materials can be decreased. Sometimes it may also
prevent human errors. Thereby, delivering the idea of sustainability to employees can save
energy use. For example, how the people in charge of the brewing machines use them can
have an effect on the amount of energy used. In addition, teaching and empowering
employees, as well as encouraging sustainable solutions from employees (Ramus 2001, 85)
can increase the amount of creative ideas on how to overcome certain challenges and can
motivate them to reach certain benchmarks and goals. Therefore, this action can have
significant impact on the sustainability performance of a brewery and can be implemented as
a first step in all different areas.
One possibility of how working with the community can help craft breweries in order to
become more sustainable is to find other people or companies with common interests to put
pressure on the suppliers to produce the products in a more environmental friendly way or to
build recycling and reusing systems. However, we are sure that there are many more
possibilities for breweries to become more sustainable through working with the community.
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3.5.2. Literature and Reports
In most of the aspects literature and reports talked about the same issues, but we found one
major difference between literature and reports. This was that most of the sustainability
reports focused on both the challenges and listed their positive impacts, whereas the literature
mainly focused on one or the other (e.g., LCAs mainly concentrate on challenges and hardly
list any positive impacts of breweries).
3.5.3. Energy and Energy Efficiency
In certain parts of the literature we examined, energy was not defined as a sustainability
challenge, but instead used as a tool to measure how unsustainable specific areas of the
breweries are. For example, in a comparison of the climate footprint between wine and beer,
the different ingredients and materials used for the brewing process where analyzed
calculating their CO2 emissions without listing energy consumption, listing the efficiency of
the production of those ingredients and materials as a challenge (Saxe 2010).
3.5.4. Building on Strengths
Another key finding that came up during our research was the possibility for breweries to
build on their strengths. For example, through helping the local area and having a good local
connection, it can be easier for breweries to engage with the local community to become
more sustainable through certain restrictions and laws favoring the sustainable craft brewery
or helping the brewery implement certain actions like building a recycling and reusing
system.
3.5.5. Economics
For a brewery to survive the issue of money is crucial, both in the long term and in the short
term, thus the actions must be aligned with the prioritization question: Does it provide
sufficient return on investment? Respectively: Does the action help avoiding the risks of
penalty payments? (For example, laws that forces breweries to take care of underage
drinking). Furthermore, as stated previously, breweries have positive impacts on the local
economy and if a brewery is not able to survive financially, these positive impacts could turn
into negative ones, through people losing their jobs and e.g. local farmers losing their
business partners. This shows that economics is somehow part of all challenges, solutions and
the positive impacts.
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4.

Discussion of Methods

In this section of the paper we will discuss some of the questions that have come up in our
paper concerning our validity, possible weaknesses and finally the strengths that our paper
exhibits.

4.1.

Weaknesses and Questions of Validity

One of the main areas in our paper where doubt might be found is in our data collection and
specifically, for our sustainability reports, as well as with our survey results. In the
sustainability report section of our data collection we were limited in the number of reports
that we could gather. This was due to the fact that many craft breweries either do not have the
time and/or resources to put out a report or simply do not have the knowledge to issue such a
report. This fact could be seen as a weakness because we are then only able to gather
information on those few companies who have the resources to put these sustainability
reports out. This could also be a weakness because those companies who have sustainability
reports are already working with sustainability and might have their own unique
understanding of sustainability and craft breweries. We think that these facts might have
produced some bias in our data tending to lean towards the issues/challenges that these few
craft breweries believe in. Another part of our paper that could be a weakness and could
cause questions on our validity is the issues around our survey. We were limited in the
number of respondents to our survey, gathering only eight in total. This is a very low
response rate (less than 10%) which does not give a good representation of the whole craft
beer industry. In addition, these few respondents did not take very long to answer our survey
and might not have fully understood our questions. Another weakness of our survey is the
fact that some of the respondents also produced a sustainability report. We believe that this
fact could produce some degree of bias in their responses since we determined some of the
challenges with help from their sustainability reports. A final weakness that we have seen is
the fact that we only gathered information from North America and Europe and not from
anywhere else. We see this as a weakness because it does not represent the view of the whole
craft beer industry, only a part of it (although the majority of craft breweries are located in
North America and Europe), and it also only represents the views of the western developed
world and not the developing world’s views.
4.1.1. Possible Further Research
A possible follow up to our research would be to see if these challenges and positive impacts
hold true in other parts of the world e.g. developing countries. In addition to examining the
rest of the craft beer industry, another follow up question would be the further development
and refinement of our tool. In addition, performing a specific case study on a craft brewery
with our prototyped tool could be done, to see if it could actually be helpful or applicable to
the real world and if it helps in moving craft breweries towards sustainability.

4.2.

Strengths

In examining the strengths of our paper we looked at several main areas; the first being each
other and our diversity in terms of cultures, academic backgrounds, and different working
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habits. As mentioned in our methodology our literature and reports were first divided
amongst the group before being examined by all group members. This dividing of literature
and sustainability reports is an example of how our diversity could be seen as strength. This
is because we are able to look at the information separately before coming together to discuss
our conclusions of the data. This provided a diversity of opinions that might ultimately lead
to the same conclusion/ agreement on an issue. Finally, one of our final strengths could be
found in our chosen methodology. Our methodology allows us the ability to gather our data
from a number of sources (e.g., literature, sustainability report, surveys). This diversity of
data sources provides us with a more complete picture of the current state of the craft beer
industry and the surrounding parts that affect it. It also allows us the ability to check the
validity of our data against similar findings from different sources. An example is that we are
able to check and see if our findings from our literature match up with our findings from our
survey, and if our findings from the sustainability reports match up with those of the
literature; possibly strengthens the belief that the collected/analyzed information is correct.
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5. Conclusion
In this conclusion we provide a brief summary of our findings and explain where we think
further research needs to be done. In general it can be said that with more sources and more
diversity of sources, to better understand breweries’ impacts on the society and in order to
determine the role that craft breweries might have in a sustainable future, our results can be
improved.
The key areas of the conclusion are:
The sustainability challenges of craft breweries
The refinement/ development of our tool
The issue of alcohol
The positive aspects of craft breweries,
The FSSD and the strategic sustainable development (SSD)

x
x
x
x
x

5.1.

Sustainability Challenges of Craft Breweries

When looking into the sustainability of craft breweries we discovered five key areas that are
the main sustainability challenges a craft brewery faces. There might be some more
challenges craft breweries are facing, but through our research, with our knowledge of FSSD
and our definition of sustainability, we found that the main challenge areas are water, energy,
agriculture, packaging and distribution, and the issue of alcohol. We think breweries need to
overcome these challenges in order to help move the whole society towards sustainability.

5.2.

The Tool

We feel that the prototype of the tool is one of the first steps in the right direction for moving
craft breweries towards sustainability. However, we do believe that further research and
development of the prototype must be done to make this tool useful to craft breweries. After
those ideas are developed and implemented, testing of the tool to see if it actually can help
craft breweries moving towards sustainability would be necessary.

5.3.

The Issue of Alcohol

In order to improve the tool, we think that the issue that needs most research is alcohol and
the negative impact it can have on society. Not only would this research improve the tool, but
in our opinion the research alone could help society move towards sustainability. The reason
why we think further research is needed on this issue is that in our research, we didn’t find
any conclusive results pointing to the facts that alcohol was a main challenge for craft
breweries. However based on our knowledge of sustainability and our definition of
unsustainability we still come to the conclusion that the issue of alcohol is still a main
challenge for craft breweries.
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5.4.

Positive Impacts of Craft Breweries

Although there are still many challenges for craft breweries on the road towards
sustainability, we have come to the conclusion that out of the many positive aspects of craft
breweries there are four main ones. These main positive aspects of craft breweries are social
interaction, cultural identity, local connection, and their impact on the local economy. This is
because in our findings we discovered that many craft breweries are closely connected to
their local communities since they are the ones that have allowed the craft breweries to
flourish.

5.5.

The FSSD

We think that FSSD with its system perspective, strategic development and sustainability
principles can be a good tool for craft breweries to be used the way we used it in our
research. First, breweries thereby have a system perspective to get an overall view of the
whole society, respectively of the field they are in. Then they set a goal and make a strategic
plan to achieve that goal. For this process we suggest to use the ABCD process to help
breweries make a list of possible solutions and the SPs to help craft breweries understand
their contribution to society’s unsustainability. Finally a more developed version of our tool
could be integrated in the process and thereby helps overcoming their challenges and
reaching their goals.

5.6.

In Conclusion

In conclusion it can be said that the main result of our paper are the categories for the
challenges and positive impacts. Those categories hopefully help craft breweries identify
what their main strengths and weaknesses regarding sustainability are. Thereby our paper
hopefully helps them moving strategically towards sustainability and thus serves as a first
step in the right direction. With the solutions and the tool we provide examples of what next
steps could be and we try to make them more valid through analyzing them also with the
prioritization questions. In closing it can be said that through helping the craft breweries to
become more sustainable we hope to be able to help the beverage industry and thereby the
whole society stay within the walls of the funnel.
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Appendix A


Here is a description of our ideal brewery we came up with our limited knowledge before the
start of the research with some bullet points:
x

Our sustainable brewery generates enough profit for employees to live well and for
the company to be able to grow, to overcome hurdles, as well as being able to do
investments for social, environmental and economic projects.

x

One of the main features of our ideal brewery is the production of tasty (eco-) beer

x

Our ideal brewery produces zero waste (i.e. anything that can be recycled and reused
is recycled and reused [e.g. water, bottles, etc.] and no waste is being put on landfills
or sent to incinerators) (Zero Waste International Alliance 2009)

x

The beer of our ideal brewery consists of organic ingredients that are locally grown

x

The suppliers are being chosen carefully (e.g., those not violating SPs and clean and
renewable energy suppliers)

x

Our ideal brewery is reducing the relative use of energy and water constantly and tries
to use its resources as efficient and effective as possible

x

Our ideal brewery is engaging socially, is socially responsible, is part of the
community and is educating stakeholders about the industry, the beer in general and
the positive and negative effects of alcohol (thereby our ideal brewery can also
generate “good” customers)

x

Our ideal brewery has a strategic sustainability plan for its future, including having a
vision, goals and knowing its purpose

x

Our ideal brewery is a “cool” place for everybody and a creative space. Employees
have a high organizational commitment, because their goals are align with the goals
of the brewery. In the brewery there is a family feeling and the brewery takes care of
everybody.

With this backcasting we hope to help the craft brewery industry to become more sustainable
and through this the beverage industry could be moved towards sustainability and in the end
the society could benefit by this.
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Appendix B
Below is a copy of our spreadsheet which is the results of our analysis of the literature and
sustainability reports based on the methods described in the methods section.
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Appendix C
Below are the results of our survey. These results helped us to better understands and validate
our findings on the main sustainability challenges and the main positive aspects of a craft
brewery. This Appendix also includes several solutions suggested by breweries themselves.
Questions 8 & 9 were excluded as they we demographic questions.
Q1: ______ is one of the main sustainability (environmental and social) challenges for a
craft brewery. Would you agree or disagree with this statement?

Strongly
Agree
Water (e.g.,
amount used, or
disposal methods)

Energy (e.g.,
amount used, or
sources of energy)

Alcohol Issue (e.g.,
abuse, or drunk
driving)

25.00
%

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

12.50
%

37.50
%

0.00%

2

1

3

37.50
%

25.00
%

12.50
%

3

2

1

0.00
%

25.00
%

25.00
%

Total

25.00
%

0

8
2

0.00%

25.00
%

0

8
2

37.50
%

12.50
%
8

0

2

2

3

1

Agriculture (e.g.,
methods used both
production and
disposal, or
distances traveled)

25.00
%

50.00
%

0.00
%

0.00%

25.00
%

2

4

0

Packaging &
Distribution (e.g.,
materials used and
disposal methods,
or distances
traveled)

12.50
%

62.50
%

0.00
%

1

5

0

0

8
2

0.00%

25.00
%

0
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Disagree
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Q2: Which of the challenges listed above do you feel is your greatest sustainability
challenge? And Why?

Wow. The problem is in the questions themselves. These questions should be directed at
large corporate breweries not small craft breweries. How about asking how microbrewies'
make positive impacts on society and how they demonstrate sustainability to others? Water responsible use and protection of water https://www.facebook.com/pages/Brewers-for-ClearWaters-Wisconsin/1445838952318682 Energy - We use an oil press and use vegetable oil to
run our boiler. Alcohol - Craft beer is about drinking less, but better beer. Agriculture - We
use local product when possible - all of our used grain goes to local beef farmers for free.
Packaging - minimal We use same boxes and carriers for all of our product out of recycled
materials
5/12/2014 6:13 PM
Agriculture. I live 20 miles from AMAZING barley production, but it still have to go to a
maltster and then brought back. Hops also have very limited growing regions. Local product
is great, but local ingredients makes it even better. The technology is present for being
sustainable on energy, we just need to invest in it. I also live at in a headwaters area, so water
use is not really an issue, I have plenty and it goes right back into the water supply after city
treatment.
4/30/2014 6:29 PM
Agriculture, as it's the largest impact, but craft brewers have virtually no control.
4/29/2014 3:04 PM
None of the above...breweries produce almost no impact on the environment at all.
4/19/2014 8:27 PM
Distribution - amount of shipping and Packaging of raw materials and finished goods
4/19/2014 2:18 PM
Energy is probably the toughest as the process of brewing is very energy intensive and it is
hard to make beer without expending it.
4/14/2014 9:49 PM
Water and Energy. We don't distribute so that eliminates packaging. The agriculture problem
is something that we'd like to work on, but frankly we are so small we can't afford to consider
it much. The Water/Energy areas are problems that we can afford to address.
4/8/2014 11:34 PM
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I would say our biggest issue from the list above is agriculture. Many of the ingredients need
to brew beer cannot be grown locally--at least in a way that gives us a product on par with
other beer in our market.
4/7/2014 8:47 PM
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Q3: What could be solutions to the challenges listed above?

Educating people by example of how sustainability can work - providing free brewery tours
that include discussion about using less fossil fuels.
5/12/2014 6:13 PM
For hops, there really is not much, a micro maltster could help with the barley...
4/30/2014 6:29 PM
A collaborative effort of craft brewers to push farming practices forward.
4/29/2014 3:04 PM
none
4/19/2014 8:27 PM
More local supplies hops grain yeast etc
4/19/2014 2:18 PM
Better solar options for heating water. Reasonable alternatives to natural gas.
4/14/2014 9:49 PM
We've investigated solar energy, and are developing a better closed loop system to conserve
water loss.
4/8/2014 11:34 PM
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Q4: Are there any other challenges that you would include? If so what are they?

Educating people about the correct attitude about alcohol. One simple word RESPONSIBILITY! The beer isn't responsible for the drunk driver, the person who chooses
to drink too much and then drives is responsible. If you shouldn't drink - don't. People do not
blame the peanut farmer if someone who knows that they are allergic to peanuts, eats one and
has harmful consequences. Then why do they blame the microbrewer?
5/12/2014 6:13 PM
Packaging is also a challenge, as it requires collaboration with / influence over suppliers.
4/29/2014 3:04 PM
Government
4/19/2014 2:18 PM
Waste disposal can be hard on public waste treatment plants.
4/14/2014 9:49 PM
I think our actual main challenge isn't listed, and that's transportation to and from our
location. Even though we are in a transit oriented development, we have a hard time getting
people to bike/take the train/bus.
4/7/2014 8:47 PM
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Q5: Impacts on the _____ are one of the main positive impacts of a craft brewery.
Would you agree or disagree with this statement?

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Social Interaction
(e.g., means for
people to gather
and interact with
one another)

12.50
%

0.00
%

1

0

Local Economy
(e.g., job creation)

12.50
%

0.00
%

Neutral

Agree

0.00%

50.00
%

Strongly Total
Agree
37.50
%

0

0.00%

8
4

3

25.00
%

62.50
%

0
1

0

2

5

Health/Well-being
(e.g., moderate
consumption of
beer linked to
deceased coronary
heart disease)

25.00
%

0.00
%

37.50
%

37.50
%

0.00
%

2

0

3

3

0

Local Connection
(e.g.,
environmental
stewardship)

12.50
%

0.00
%

12.50
%

50.00
%

25.00
%

1

0

1

4

2

Cultural Identity
(e.g., preservation
of local traditions)

0.00
%

0.00
%

12.50
%

50.00
%

37.50
%

0

0

1

4

3

8

8

8
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Q6: Which of the impacts listed above do you feel has the greatest impact? And Why?

Local connection
5/12/2014 6:14 PM
I think local connection, we export beer for a very small town (which is great for jobs), but
also give back, through promoting our area for recreation, trail work days, hosting Science
Pubs.
4/30/2014 6:32 PM
Social interaction, as it brings the community together.
4/29/2014 3:06 PM
Social
4/19/2014 8:28 PM
Social publican - ie taprooms
4/19/2014 2:19 PM
I think we have an excellent opportunity to set a standard for stewardship of resources that
other industries would not get the same publicity for.
4/14/2014 9:51 PM
Social interaction. We're a neighborhood pub and have become a discussion center for the
neighborhood.
4/8/2014 11:35 PM
Local connection. We're a brewpub that serves local food along with our beer.
4/7/2014 8:47 PM
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Q7: Are there any other positive impacts that you would include? If so what are they?

Modeling corporate social responsibility / responsible business.
4/29/2014 3:06 PM
Gifting donation
4/19/2014 2:19 PM
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Q10: How many year has your brewery been in operation?

20
5/12/2014 6:15 PM
2.5
4/30/2014 6:32 PM
26
4/29/2014 3:06 PM
5
4/19/2014 8:28 PM
2
4/19/2014 2:20 PM
7
4/14/2014 9:52 PM
2
4/8/2014 11:35 PM
3.5
4/7/2014 8:48 PM
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Appendix D
Below is the prototype of our tool; it contains several solutions to many of the challenges we
have outlined in our paper. In addition it also contains in the case of energy a prioritization
based on costs.

General (Economical, environmental and social)
Ɣ Gather information
Ɣ Choosing carefully the suppliers (e.g., energy, material, ingredient suppliers)
(Cordella, et al. 2008)
Ɣ A certification process identifying the overall sustainability of businesses and their
products taking into account the triple bottom line of economic, environmental and
social sustainability.
Ɣ Work place well-being through job satisfaction
ż Providing job training and enhancement opportunities.
ż Increase responsibility and give team members the necessary resources to
succeed.
ż Encourage contribution from all team members during problem solving
processes.
ż Promote an environment conducive to trust.
ż Reward team members through recognition.
Ɣ Community benefits derived through locally provided goods and services, charity,
enhancement of local economies, and establishment of a living wage.
ż Support non-profit organizations in the local community.
ż Organize fun and charitable events.
ż Sponsor other charity events through donations.
ż Provide job opportunities to those in the local community (Boden 2012)
Ɣ To establish an environment management system. To achieve this goal, one must
collect all existing and any new environmental information in one place (database) so
that it will be useable. This will make it easier to determine whether any information
is lacking, and, if so, which, information or data. Currently, the information and
knowledge is spread between different specialists and not in one central location,
hence everybody thinks or assumes that someone else has the required/important data,
but, in reality, some important data could be missing.
Ɣ In the new brewery, the data on energy, natural resources (water!) and emissions
needs to be recorded both at the plant level and for each individual specific
production line. By monitoring and analyzing the resource consumption and waste
generation of the actual process, possible environmental and economic improvements
can be suggested.
Ɣ In the product itself- beer in multi-packs shipped on pallets- the largest environmental
load is caused by the production of cluster board. The multi-pack cluster package
could be redesigned. (Talve 2001)
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Ɣ Make use of resources and tools that list possibilities to improve
Ɣ More solutions:
ż Sustainable Purchasing Guidelines in form of questions(New Belgium
Brewing Company Sustainable Management System 2011 P25)

Energy
Low Cost: These opportunities typically have low capital cost, immediate payback,
are easy to implement and are known as “low hanging fruit” in most circles.
Examples include:
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ

Repairing steam and air leaks
Shutting down equipment when not used
Shutting off lighting in areas where lighting is not required
Changing air filters
Replacing incandescent bulbs with CFL or LED lamps
Repairing frail or missing insulation
Cleaning exhaust fans and repairing or replacing loose or broken belts on fans
Cleaning condenser coils
Insulating refrigerant suction lines (Brewers Association 2013)
Optimize refrigeration system operations. (Boden 2012)
Checking walk-in coolers to ensure defrost timers are set properly
Maintaining good air flow around evaporators remove debris and other objects that
may block air flow
Ɣ Repairing or replacing leaky or damaged HVAC duct work (Brewers Association
2013)
Ɣ Install energy and water meters to measure and control consumption throughout the
facility. (Boden 2012)
Ɣ Crates will be minimized. The product distribution truck driving routes could be
checked once more to find possibilities for optimization. (Talve 2001)
Moderate Cost: These projects tend to be a little more expensive to implement in
the beginning, but still lead to cost savings in the medium turn. The range of payback
period could be between 2 to 4 years.
Examples include:
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ

Variable speed drives (process, HVAC, and support applications)
High-efficiency lighting systems
Motion sensors
New insulation
High-efficiency HVAC units
Automated building energy management system (EMS)
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Ɣ Excess air control for boilers
Ɣ Improving condensate return
Ɣ Certain brew house heat recovery projects (Brewers Association 2013)
ż Use a steam recovery system to condense vapors from the wort vessel.
Recovered energy may be used as hot water in a variety of applications.
ż Recover heat from wort cooling to preheat water for mashing the next batch.
(Boden 2012)
ż Heat recovery from flue gases from the boilers.
ż Using waste heat from compressors for space heating (Sturm, Hugenschmidt,
et al. 2013, 402)
ż Install glycol chiller heat recovery (Hopworks Urban Brewery 2012)
Ɣ Purchasing ENERGY STAR equipment (Brewers Association 2013)
Ɣ Replacing the calandria (Sturm, Hugenschmidt, et al. 2013, 402)
Ɣ Replacing HVAC units older than 15 years with higher efficient SEER unit
Ɣ Installing programmable controllers and using set back temperature settings during
hours when facility is not occupied
Ɣ Installing window blinds or shades for daytime heat reduction
Ɣ Reducing start up time for boilers, conveyors etc.
Ɣ Turning off warming cabinets when not in use
Ɣ Ensuring hot water heater set points for food prep, restroom facilities etc. are set
properly (Brewers Association 2013)
Major Cost: These opportunities require the most capital expenditure at the onset.
The range of time to recoup investment could be more than 3 years.
Examples include:
Ɣ Boiler flue stack heat recovery condenser
Ɣ Brew kettle stack heat recovery
Ɣ Renewables (Brewers Association 2013)
ż anaerobic digestion (Strum, et al. 2012)
Ɣ New equipment (VSD air compressor, refrigeration chiller, etc.) (Brewers Association
2013)
Ɣ Ensure effective insulation of steam, hot water and refrigerant pipes, brew house
vessels, fermentation vessels and storage tanks. (Boden 2012)
Ɣ Installing high-grade energy-efficient windows and doors
Ɣ Installing a “white” or “green” roof for the brewery (Brewers Association 2013)
And for more Practices see (Brewers Association 2013)

Agriculture
Ɣ Reduction material use
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ż Optimal use of raw materials to increase yield and reduce solid and liquid
waste.
ż Zero waste goals through higher recycling rates, reuse of waste materials, and
product longevity. (Boden 2012)
Ɣ Change processes
ż choosing carefully the suppliers (Cordella, et al. 2008) and continue to build
relationships and encourage growth with organic hop farmers (Hopworks
Urban Brewery 2012) and support and promotion of an ecological agriculture,
in which neither pesticides nor chemical agents are used on the meadows and
crops, (Hospido, Moreira and Feijoo 2005)
ż Collecting spent grains from mashing for use as animal feed or for other
purposes. and Collecting and reusing yeast from fermentation for use as
animal and Malt husks and spent grain e Animal feed component feed (Olajire
2012, 19) or vitamin supplement (Boden 2012) or Wet and dry yeast e Animal
feed component or food flavorings for human consumption (Olajire 2012, 19)
ż Natural processes e.g. composting not only helps the environment, but also the
farmers as natural manure some breweries give back the waste grains to the
mushroom farmer (Environmental Protection Agency 2013)
ż Feed animals (Some breweries sell their spent grain to farmers for them to
feed their animals.) (Brewers of Europe 2012, 24)
ż Monitoring, registering and analyzing the input and the output streams of the
brewery system; (Cordella, et al. 2008)
ż New technology, such as using an enzymatic technique rather than
conventional malting in beer production. (Saxe 2010)
ż Anaerobic digester can be installed. Through this action e.g. spent grain can
be transformed into fuel for later usage. (Sturm, Butcher, et al. 2012)
ż Choose more sustainable transportation methods
Ɣ More solutions
ż (Brewers Association 2013)
ż (Hospido, Moreira and Feijoo 2005, 159)
ż (Brewers Association 2013, 16)

Packaging and distribution
Ɣ Preferring draught beer to bottled one and reducing car use for the consumer
displacement. (Cordella, et al. 2008)
Ɣ Recycling 100% of glass, plastic, cardboard, paper, and metals.
Ɣ Investment in durable, reusable packaging materials.
Ɣ Optimal use of raw materials to increase yield and reduce solid and liquid waste.
(Boden 2012)
Ɣ Optimizing solutions for the product delivery;
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Ɣ Choosing carefully the suppliers, especially those of bar- ley and glass bottle;
(Cordella, et al. 2008)
Ɣ An agreement with retail companies concerning better empty bottles collecting and
recycling systems at the shops should be made. About 9% of returned bottles are soft
drink bottles, which need to be separated at the brewery on a special line. It could be
more sensible to separate them at the shops while putting the bottles into the crates.
Soft drink bottles are easy to detect, as the color of these bottles is different.
Ɣ The environmental effect of long distance transport is remarkable. A search for local
possible alternatives should be under- taken to reduce the environmental effect.
Ɣ Remarkable environmental impact is caused by distribution of the beer. The multipack pallets should be designed so that empty returned bottles can be placed on them
for return to the brewery so the transport of empty (Talve 2001)
More practice about Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle of different material see (Brewers
Association 2013, 19)

Water
Ɣ Reduction of water use
ż Install energy and water meters to measure and control consumption
throughout the facility.
ż Control and optimize evaporation in wort boiling.
ż Ensure effective insulation of steam, hot water and refrigerant pipes, brew
house vessels, fermentation vessels and storage tanks.
ż Optimize cleaning-in-place (CIP) plants and procedures to avoid unnecessary
losses of water and cleaning chemicals (e.g., by saving water from the last
rinse for use as the first rinsing water in the next CIP cycle).
ż Recover water from process stages and reuse where possible, for example, in
cooling and rinsing activities. (Boden 2012)
ż Installation, monitoring and control of water meters at various sections of the
operation;
ż Stopping water flow during breaks, with the exception of water used for
cleanup;
ż Dry milling of malted barley in breweries;
ż Minimization of transfer of last running;
ż Improved production efficiency, especially in the packaging lines;
ż Use a closed system for cleaning operations;
ż Use low-volume high-pressure washers, or use equipment for mixing water jet
and a compressed air stream which will reduce water consumption by 50e75%
when compared to a low-pressure system;
ż Compressed air should be used instead of water whenever possible; (Olajire
2012, 17)
Ɣ Change Processes
ż Adoption of anaerobic and aerobic treatment of waste water. (Boden 2012)
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ż Rainwater capturing (Brewers of Europe 2012, 15)
ż Process Water Treatment Plant (New Belgium Brewing Company 2007, 7)
ż Install water pre-treatment system to reduce organic matter from the brewery
entering sewer system
ż Installation of low-flow nozzles or equipment sprays; and Reduction of water
pressure on equipment spray nozzles;
ż Installation of flow control valves and an automatic valve to interrupt the
water supply when there is a production stoppage; and,
ż Replacement of old equipment.
ż Use a stiff broom or brush to remove attached solids prior to wash down, so as
to reduce effluent pollutant loadings;
ż Hoses should be fitted with shutoff nozzles to prevent wastage when not in
use. (Olajire 2012, 17)
Ɣ More solutions
ż (Brewers Association 2013, 15ff)
ż (Olajire 2012)

Alcohol
Address alcohol misuse:
倲 Binge drinking among young adults;
倲 Alcohol consumption by pregnant women;
倲 Underage drinking;
倲 Drink driving.
Ɣ Ensure responsible advertising and marketing
Ɣ Increase consumer knowledge of beer and its responsible consumption
Knowledge on the following areas:

ż Alcoholic strength;
ż Product characteristics;
ż Responsible consumption guidelines, including when it is not advisable to
drink;
ż The effects of beer consumption. (Brewers of Europe 2013)
Ɣ Alcoholics Anonymous meetings
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